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HARDCOVER BOOK AND 2 DVD SPECIAL EDITION 
This Illustrated Hardback book tells the fascinating story of how commercial 
airliners were developed and the crashes that changed the face of aviation 

and made flying the safest form of travel in the modern age.

From the fearless test pilots and the very first commercial jet airliners of the
post war years the Constellation and the Comet. With in depth analysis of
some of the most well known plane crashes and the investigations by the

worlds leading experts in a race to discover the causes of each crash.
This exclusive edition includes 2 DVDs of the television series Mayday,

Air Crash Investigation investigating air crashes, near-crashes, hijackings,
bombings and other disasters. Mayday uses re-enactments and computer 

generated imagery to reconstruct the sequence of events leading up to each
disaster. In addition, aviation experts, retired pilots and crash investigators
are interviewed explaining how these emergencies came about, how they

were investigated and how they could have been prevented.

MAYDAY Air Crash Investigation
Mike Lepine

A I R C R A S H I N V E S T I G A T I O N

KEY SELLING POINTS:

• Unique hardcover book with 2 dvds featuring episodes from 
the best selling Discovery Channel /National Geographic 

television series MayDay Air Crash Investigation. Broadcast 
in over 144 countries and 26 languages.

• Highly illustrated with images from archives  
around the world

AS SEEN ON DISCOVERY CHANNEL  
AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Mike Lepine is a Sunday Times No1 best-selling author. He has written some thirty-five books and has been published throughout 
the world from America to Finland, and from France to Japan. He has also worked extensively in television in programming as diverse 
as the arts, consumer rights and comedy. For many years the Editor of the Aviation & Military Video Club, Mike was instrumental with 

DD Home Entertainment in bringing much rare archival film footage to the public for the very first time.


